5 a) ★ Read and choose the correct word.

Hi! I 1) 'm/s Ken. I'm nineteen years old and I'm from 2) Spain/Spanish. I'm 3) a/an actor. 4) My/I love painting, too. My favourite artist 5) is/are Claude Monet. He's from France. 6) He/His paintings 7) is/are so colourful. They 8) is/are full of bright flowers. My favourite one is 9) a/an painting called Water Lilies. It 10) is/are a scene from 11) he/his garden. Monet is 12) a/an great artist!

b) ★ Answer the questions.

1 How old is Ken? .................................................................
2 What nationality is he? .....................................................
3 Who's Claude Monet? ......................................................
4 Which is Ken's favourite painting? .................................